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'A cOmparative-htstorical perapectivewas used in
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level at.which,some high school education would be needed to
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were found across time Periods. Newspapers, however, yere tound to
vary between simple periods: they were more difficult to read in 1933

/Ithan in 1904 or 1965. The newspaper readability level corresponded
to a "difficult" classification on the Flesch scale, w th estimates

-*that some college would be necessary to understand the' kterial. The_
findings indicated that the newspaper is as readable today as it was
in 1904, although the coaplezity of the language used has increased.
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For' years, editors and publishers have disagreed about

whyIarious media- continue to lose circulation and others'

expand an'd develop.. From the late 1850's until the 1900's the

growth of the newspaper as the nation's qnly mass medium

seemed'to keep pace with increases in.population but,with the

.suddqn popularity of the magazine in the early.19.00's, radie)

in the 1920's, and televidion in the,late 1940's the ratio of

newSpapers per'household has contlnucd to drop and since 1970
0

averaFed less than one subcription per househOld. 1
Maga-'

,zines, On thie other, hand,'have beCome a."ptienomena of the 20th

centAry"-as thei have become,imore specialized and have aimed,

themselves at demographically-similar target audieaces. 2
There

seems to be an everJwidening gap between population increases

and the nuMber of individualS in the 21-611 age,grolp whO utill,ze
,

any type of the Print media.3

I

tip (
.

.,

Obvibusly, competition by the Various media i'orthe con-

.sumer's attention, inCreased production and circulat on costs,

economic conditions, postal regulations, and even newsprint

shoages have had their effect, but one area which could account,
1'

in part, for decreases but w,hiCh has had little-pmpirical atte0-
/

tion is the area of message'scopstruqtion---its readability--to

se5(iftS construction is in a forni that can?be consuined and

underAtood by-a majorityof the-potential readets.

3
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Traditionally, researchers conoerned with medium read:-

ability have focused on iveader interest or demographic variables

in attempts to explain why media aren't read. Rarely havethey

examined structural make-up and resulting -"reading difficulty"

of news items. In fact, a 1976 report by the American,Newspaper

4PubjishersAssociation indicates-that only 15 of 469 readability

, studies have addressed the structural components of news items,

Assuming that readers are les6 likely to attend to

items written in a style thai, is difficult to comprehend, this

study is designed to look at the readability 4 magazines versus

that of newspape,rs in a comparative-historical perspectiveto

see if they are more readable today than in the past or vice-

' versa.

A number of sociologists and communicologists have exam-
. \I N

4inbd the_variable of readabiaity and its relationship to the

publics' 4ccep.tabil&ty of news,items. Researchers have looked

.at the inverted pyr:amid Versus the narrative style-of reporting

news events, 5
the effects of typography and layout

,6
differences

f 7in the Writing styles of newspapermen and'authors, the compara-..

8tivp readability of newspapers over time, and a look at Jour-

nalistic versus'Ilterary styles in 1933. 9

Only four studfes have wide a comparative analysts%of
4

media readability or looked at media Teadability in a time

_context:

.

A.1 33 study bsy Marjorie FiskJO compared the readabljit
0.

of' journa1istT writing and literary English writing for ,the,

year 1933. Though she did not use any type of readability
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formula, she eóncluded that thee was little difference, overall,

between the readability of journalistic,and.litérary materials.

In a htstbrical t!omparison of tyie-readability of "re!lpon-
s

sive" and Tht,.able newspEwers sincp, Stevensom found that
\

the.readability of responsive (sens ional) papers had declined

since the days of yellow journalis while th readability of

stable (conservative) papers had iJiproved.0

A third stOdy by Sears and Bourland in 1970 exam ned

literary works of journalists an non-journalists (prominent

American authors with and with- t journalistic baC.kgrounds)

concluding they "possess the thtee,qualitres upon which rhe-
\x

toricians have always insisted; clearness, force and beauty. "12

Fowler, in a 1978 study combined the attributes of these

studies into one and compared he readability of newspapers and

best-selling novels during si*lar time periods and noted that

"the comparative readability df the newspaper rront pages was

l'ar below that of sampaed be)t-selling novels published in the

same time periods. "13

4

This study wishesto extend that study and compare the

readabiaity of newspapers and magazines during similar time

periods and viewtheir relation.ships.

More Es6'ecielcally, this study asks: Ha& the comparative

readability of newspapers and their style paralleled that of

pagazines during the,20ih century or has the magazine, like that

of the bbst-Eielling novel, been easier for the Amerigan reader

to digest and understand?



.METhODOLOGY/

The sampling piiocedures and techniques used in. this

study were similar.to those emplOyed in the 197.8 newspalier/

best-selling novel study.

The stuay period consisted of three one-year periods
A

se19tedirandomly from the periods 1895-19, 193071945, and

1960-1975. They were 1904, a year representing the NIellow

journalism period
91

a period examined by Stevenson--1933, a

period miry between the yellow journalism period and the

present and similar to the sample gathered b.y Fisk; and 179651

a year representalvesof the era following-the advent of teler'

vision-

--\_Newspapers and 6gazines were purposively selected
/

because of their avallapiity. The three newspapers were the

Chicago-Tribune, 'the New YOrk Times, and the Memphis Commercial

Appeal and the three' magazines were Cosmopolitan, Atlantic

Monthly., and Parper's Weekly., All media.were publish-ed during

the three sampled time periods.

. A total of 270 100-word samplewere analyzed. Magazines

and newspapers were each represented by 135 randomly selected

100-word pasl,ages; 45 samples per time period. Five 100-word

samples were taken from the froni pages of thisbe issues of

each newypaper an0 from three editions of each magazine for each
,-*

of the three simple years. Photo cutlines and items less than

100 words were eliminated if selected. Readability was based

on the revised Flesch Veadabhity formula14 4hich utilized'



average sentenc-e length and average numberibf syllables per 100

words to compute readabilitY scores.

Means, werc computeki for the three newspapers and the

three macOzines for each time period and a separate mean was

computed fon the entire category at each date. T têsts were

used tb compare sAple means/and the.p < 05 alpha level-was

required for statistical sig ificance.

Coder reliability was obtained
/
bY having an independent

.coder re-codp )7 randomly selected passages (10 per cent of the

stuO data). Pearson product-moment korrelations between the

apthor and the coder were found to be greater than .95 for

number of syllables per 100 words, average sentence length,

and for the resultant Flesch readability score.s. Using the t

statistic, all were found tO be significant beyond the p Col

alpha level.

FINDINGS

The resultant readability scores Por the three sample
./

,

newspapers were found to be 0.ignificant1y lower than those for-

magazlne across all;time periods ,(see Table'l).

The overall mean for, magazines across time pqriods of 17

;
58.80 carresponds to what Flesch terms itfairly difficult" ,st

reading (a score-of 60 would place the material into a "standard"

olassification)--a level at which some high schooling woUld be
. \'..,

needed to understand that level of writing. No signific
r//A31--

differences were found between magazines scores acro' s time .

die(
periods.
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TABLE 1

Flesch Rea'dahility Scores for 1;ewspapers and 1,igeizines by YQar,

Time Period

. 1 9 0 4

4
1933

1965

Magazines NqwspiTers T --test

58.56. 47.00 .000

59.20 37.38. -7.54 .000

58.64 44.00 -5.83 .0q0

(N 270; 45 per gr.oup)

NOTE: the higher the readabiTity score the easier ihe
mdterial is to 'read.

,....
New.spapers, however, jwere found to vary significantly

between sample'periods. Newspapers were significantly more
111

difficult to read in 1933 than in 1904 (t 2.08, p = .047)

but then somewhat easier tvead in 1965 as compa:red to 1933

(t 2.34, p = .1322). Readabijity scores for the yearsA1904

_..and 1965 were somewhat comparable. Readabilitr levels corres-
,

ponding to ehe 37 to 47 Flesh lialuee received by newspapers
,

are termed "difficult". Althomgh it is debatable whethen the
1

resultant reading levels are equivalent dt these three time

periods Flesch .estimates that some college would be necessary

.t Lderst d mial writtn at \this diffPculty level.

i No significant differences were found befween the three

neWspapers at any of the time periods.

As with readability,' the average number of syllables per

100 words and the averae sentence Length for newspapers and'

magazines,were found to differ sIgnificant1 for all three time

-periods (see Tables 2 and 3).

if
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Time Period

1904

1933

1965

TABLE 2

AverageNumber of Syllables Per 100 Words

for Magazines and Newspapers by Year

Masazines NewspApers T-test .1)

144.-93 154.91 3.96 .000'

146.07 .

. 166.56 7.43 .900
s

147.71 167.78 7.10 .000

(N = 270; 45 per group)

Time Period

1904

1933

1955

TABL.E 3

Averarge Sentence LAgth in-Number of WQrds

for t4azines and Newspaper.'s by:Year
,

,

Newspapers T-test 13.Magazines

25.44

23.69

22.89

(N 270;944,5 per group)

28.47, 1..94 ,05

3.70 .000

-.87 .385

4.
For newspapers, the average number of syllables per 100

worOs increased s'ignificantly from 154.91.to 166.56 (t = 4.34,

p = .000) betweeh 1904 and 1933 but leveaed off In 1965. The

average number Wwords per sentence\ waa found to ry little

tetween 1904 and 1933 but decreased significantly (t

= .0001 by.seven, words per benterice in 1965.

Nosignificant differences were found in the average

number of syllables per 100 words or in the average number of
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words per sentence for magazines during the three sample periods.

JSomewhat like newspapers though, the average number oT syllables
i

per 100 words increased slightly between 1904 and 1965 while

average sentence length in inter of words decreased for the

same period.

It was also noted that although there was not a signifi-
..

cant difference between the average number of words per sentence

t,
for newspapers and magazines in 1965, the average number of

syllables per 100 words for newspapers was significantly greater'

than that for magazines (167.78 to 147.71) and thup the more

difficult the material.

CONCLUSIONS AND *DISCUSSION

In general, one finds that while the readability of the

magazine has remained fairly constant during the 1904, 1933,

and 1965 time periods, the readability of newspapers has changed.

In both 1904 and 1965 the ndwspaper was somewhat easier to read

than in 1933 evqin though that level, according tp Flesch, is

significantlY more difficult to understand than the level attained

by magazines. .4O'S

One might explain the differences in newspaper readability

'by the types of reporting and/or audience-awareness duririg the

particular time periods sampled. Readability levels would

seemingly be simple and easy durinç the yellow journalism era

when sensationalism was aimed at mass audiences but why the

newspaper was more difficult in the 1930's when times were hard

And audiences And their income would be greatly appreciated is

unclear.

to
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Concentr-ations or hard news on-the frofit pares of the

sample newspapers could have contrib.uted to the differences in

reading difficulty. Smaller differerrces might have occurred

had inside-page,material (featury,or soft news) be.O.Compar d

but tho purpose or this
1

study was to examine the newspaper'i

Itfront page--thcover which first catches the readers' atte tion.

Magazines, unlike newspapers, consistently attained a-
'

lOth grade readability.level and did not*vary significantly in

_either average sentence length or in average pumber of syllables

per 1G0 words--both functions of the'readability score.- It

appears that both media have taken steps (though not necessarily

intntionally) to simplify their:writing by decreasJng sentence

lengths, but the increase in Multi-syllable words, partiqwlarIN-
,

. on the partlof newspapers, has partly, negated tbose efforts.
\

It is.posEible that an increase in.,language complexity and a

need lor precision has occurred wince the early 190's and those

efforts now require 'more complex terminology.

At a time when students are reportedly being gr uated,

from high.school un'ableto read or write and when media eding

is decreasing bythe year, newsettpers:and magazines alike oulds

take a closer look at readabiiits and its relationship to)

culation and mass acceptance. It is recognized that magazi .1

and newspaper groups have instituted promoms to introduce u entS

to the media in education but they haVe,not necessarily made th

media accessible to them--readability,wise--when they then ex miAle
*

the media on their 67 outside of class. Attempts.must be ma e ;

to insure that when interest is kindled that the student can

"I

(



access the' media for further detail.and under§t,and'or at least

be able to read what information it contains.

_ One cannot-say that reiidabtlity tsithe only means oT

increaSing circulation-or that A more readable (easier).it-em
1/4

could cause people to read it. The industry must, however,

contemplate the consequences of producing products that large;
N

segments of the population find difficult to use and understand.

It.is possible that there ts a point of.diminishing returns where

high readability ts bad -and where t'he newspaper or magazine'is

viewed as talking down to its audience? The iodustry has

apparentlyYnot" tried to isolate siich a common denominator.

Although no attempt was made to classify sampled materials
*

into content types, a more accurate picture of this situation

might be* seen if the present Study were replicated using newst

type magazines (i.e., Time or Newsweek) to see if in fact,
A

magazines and newspapers differ in the,presentation or rettdability

of similar-types,of corktent matter.

The findings of this study. indicete that the newspaper

is as readable today.as it was.in 1904 although the complexity

of the language it uses has increased. The magazine, on the

other hand, like the noliel ls significantly more readable th'an4

that of sampled newspapers published in'the same time periods.
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